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Memorizing While Walking: Increase in Dual-Task Costs
From Young Adulthood to Old Age
Ulman Lindenberger, Michael Marsiske, and Paul B. Baltes
Max Planck Institute for Human Development

The dual task of memorizing word lists while walking was predicted to become more difficult with age
because balance and gait are in greater need of "attentional resources." Forty-seven young (ages 20-30
years), 45 middle-aged (40-50), and 48 old (60-70) adults were trained to criterion in a mnemonic
technique and instructed to walk quickly and accurately on 2 narrow tracks of different path complexity.
Then, participants encoded the word lists while sitting, standing, or walking on either track; likewise,
speed and accuracy of walking performance were assessed with and without concurrent memory
encoding. Dual-task costs increased with age in both domains; relative to young adults, the effect size of
the overall increase was 0.98 standard deviation units for middle-aged and 1.47 standard deviation units
for old adults. It is argued that sensory and motor aspects of behavior are increasingly in need of cognitive
control with advancing age.

The main purpose of this study was to test the prediction that the
simultaneous execution of a challenging locomotion task—walking on a narrow track—and a memory task—memorizing a list of
words—becomes increasingly difficult with advancing age. This
prediction was motivated by the hypothesis that sensorimotor
performance is increasingly in need of "attentional resources"
(Craik & Byrd, 1982) with advancing age (Brown & Woollacott,
1998; Teasdale, Lajoie, Bard, Fleury, & Courtemanche, 1993; cf.
Welford, 1958, pp. 186-187). As an illustration, imagine 20-yearold and 70-year-old pedestrians crossing a lively street corner.
Because of losses in motor and sensory functioning, 70-year-old
individuals will need, on average, to exert more attention to
successfully perform this task than will 20-year-old individuals. As
a consequence, one may hypothesize that they will be more likely
than young adults to interrupt a conversation with another person
while crossing the street.

As suggested by this illustration, and informed by studies reporting a strong correlational link between sensorimotor and cognitive performance in old age (Anstey, Lord, & Williams, 1997;
Anstey, Stankov, & Lord, 1993; Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997;
Lindenberger & Baltes, 1994, 1997), we used the dual-task paradigm of cognitive psychology to test the prediction that walking
becomes cognitively more demanding with advancing age (cf.
Chen et al., 1996; Mulder, Berndt, Pauwels, & Nienhuis, 1993).
Specifically, we examined whether old adults (60-70 years of age)
would exhibit greater decrements in performance than young
adults (20-30 years of age) when they were simultaneously walking on a narrow track and memorizing lists of words by use of a
mnemonic aid. A group of middle-aged adults (40-50 years of
age) was included to explore the possible onset of such aginginduced increments in dual-task costs (DTCs).
Our decision to combine a walking task with an episodic memory task was guided by two motives. First, we assumed that
episodic memory and locomotion, the functional domains repre-
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Adult Age Differences in DTCs: A Tentative Taxonomy
Much of the age-comparative work using the dual-task paradigm has been informed by the resource metaphor of attentiondemanding processes (e.g., Craik & Byrd, 1982). Based on that
metaphor, the general expectation is that old adults show greater
DTCs than young adults because they have less attentional resources to simultaneously execute two or more tasks instead of
one. The widespread existence of positive age differences in the
absolute magnitude of DTCs seems to support this contention.
However, ever since Brinley (1965), it has been noted that age
comparisons using a proportional metric often yield a different
picture. For instance, McDowd and Craik (1987) plotted old
adults' reaction times as a function of young adults and found that
all data points were well fit by one linear function, regardless of
whether they represented performance under single-task or dualtask conditions. In other words, age differences in DTCs were
present with difference scores but absent when a relative (proportional) metric was adopted. A parsimonious explanation for this
pattern of results is that age differences under multiple-task conditions are the additive outcome of age differences in each of the
single tasks (cf. Hartley, 1992).
More recently, though, a growing number of studies have reported disproportional age differences in DTCs under certain task
conditions (Korteling, 1993; Kray & Lindenberger, 2000; Ribaupierre & Ludwig, 2000; Salthouse, Hambrick, Lukas, & Dell,
1996; Tsang & Shaner, 1998). Apparently, then, age differences in
DTCs vary as a function of task conditions. As a consequence, the
prediction of age differences in DTCs has to be complemented by
assumptions about processing mechanisms for each of the two
tasks, both performed in isolation and performed together, as well
as the expected age differences in these mechanisms (cf. McDowd
& Shaw, 2000).
A first step toward a more process-oriented understanding of
age differences in DTCs is to list task characteristics that appear to
favor the presence of large (i.e., disproportional) age differences in
DTCs (cf. Ribaupierre & Ludwig, 2000). Generally, it seems that
age differences in DTC are large (a) when the two tasks share the
same stimulus modality, working memory representation, or response modality, especially if the stimulus-response mappings of
the two tasks overlap in incompatible ways (Korteling, 1993; Kray
& Lindenberger, 2000; Tsang & Shaner, 1998; cf. Navon &
Gopher, 1979; Wickens, 1984); (b) when information regarding
the identity and sequencing of the two tasks has to be maintained
and coordinated without the aid of external cues (e.g., Kray &
Lindenberger, 2000); and (c) when one or more of the constituent
tasks themselves impose high demands on cognitive control processes such as focusing attention, scheduling and planning, and
updating and checking, as well as coding contextual representations (e.g., Duncan, Emslie, & Williams, 1996; Salthouse et al.,
1996).
On the basis of this list, it seems that age differences in DTCs
tend to be magnified when combining the two tasks induces a
marked increase in the need for cognitive control and supervision
(Shallice & Burgess, 1993). This is the case, for instance, when
two tasks critically depend on the same processes or cognitive
components. In such situations, processing of the two tasks must
be regulated to avoid structural interference and cross talk (cf.
Kinsbourne & Hicks, 1978; Wickens, 1984). Hence, age-based

increments in DTCs are especially likely to be observed whenever
the processing demands of the constituent tasks become more
similar to each other with advancing age. It is assumed that the two
tasks combined in this study meet this criterion because postural
control becomes increasingly attention-demanding with advancing
age. Specifically, the available literature (as described below)
indicates that postural aspects of behavior in general, and of
walking in particular, impose greater cognitive control demands on
old than on young adults. Given that skilled episodic memory
performance requires cognitive control in both young and old
adults, the simultaneous execution of these two tasks should be
associated with a greater degree of processing overlap, or structural interference, with advancing age. This expectation is reinforced by more specific evidence demonstrating that episodic
memory with the method of loci (MOL; Baddeley & Lieberman,
1980; Lindenberger, Kliegl, & Baltes, 1992) as well as posture
control (Kerr, Condon, & McDonald, 1985) both involve visuospatial processing, and that the dependency of locomotion on
visual information appears to increase with age (Anderson, Nienhuis, Mulder, & Hulstijn, 1998). For both of these reasons, we
predicted greater processing incompatibility between the two tasks
and, as a result, an increase in DTCs from young adulthood to old
age.

Adult Age Differences in Postural Stability and
Locomotion: The Importance of Cognitive Control
The high prevalence of falls in the elderly is probably the most
dramatic symptom of the increasing difficulty of avoiding maladaptive postural sway while standing or walking that is experienced by aging individuals (Blake et al., 1988). The maintenance
of postural stability while standing or walking requires the continuous coordination and integration of visual, proprioceptive, and
vestibular sensory information in several areas of the brain, including the cerebellum, the brainstem, the basal ganglia, and
sensorimotor cortex (Woollacott & Jensen, 1996), as well as the
execution of the corresponding movements by the limb and trunk
muscles that receive impulses from the spinal cord and peripheral
nerves.
There is general agreement that the cognitive control demands
for standing and walking increase with age (for a summary, see
Brown & Woollacott, 1998). Normal aging appears to negatively
affect all stages of the postural control system, resulting in less
reliable sensory information, less accurate integration, and less
effective postural control (Alexander, 1994; Brown & Woollacott,
1998; Stelmach, Teasdale, DiFabio, & Phillips, 1989; for relevant
neurophysiological evidence in rodents, see Spengler, Godde, &
Dinse, 1995). In addition to more peripheral changes in sensory
and motor domains, age-comparative analyses of micropostural
adjustments have demonstrated that cognitive control processes
contribute significantly to age differences in maintaining a stable
upright stance (Brown, Shumway-Cook, & Woollacott, 1999; Lajoie, Teasdale, Bard, & Fleury, 1996; Maylor, Allison, & Wing, in
press; Maylor & Wing, 1996; Shumway-Cook, Woollacott, Kerns,
& Baldwin, 1997; Stelmach, Zelaznik, & Lowe, 1990; Teasdale et
al., 1992; Teasdale, Bard, LaRue, & Fleury, 1993; Teasdale, Stelmach, & Breunig, 1991). A smaller number of age-comparative
studies in the domain of walking show similar results (Chen,
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know whether age differences under dual-task conditions are

Lajoie et al., 1996; Mulder et al., 1993).

greater than expected on the basis of age differences in single-task

With respect to the dual-task paradigm, many investigations
have combined cognitive tasks with motor tasks involving

performance. For this purpose, it is advisable (a) to administer

isolated arm movements (e.g., Baddeley & Lieberman, 1980;
Korteling, 1993). However, cognitive tasks have been com-

et al., 1995), or (b) to equate young and old participants on

bined less often with sensorimotor tasks imposing greater demands on posture, such as standing or walking. In a classical

or differential task exposure (Kliegl & Lindenberger, 1993). In

study of young adults, Kerr, Condon, and McDonald (1985)
found that performance on a spatial working memory task
decreased when participants were asked to perform the task
while maintaining a difficult posture as compared with their
performance under seated conditions.
Only a few studies have used the dual-task paradigm to
examine age differences in the cognitive demands of posture
control. Specifically, research interest has focused on two motor activities: (a) standing (Brown et al., 1999; Maylor et al., in
press; Maylor & Wing, 1996; Shumway-Cook et al., 1997) and
(b) walking (Chen et al., 1996; Mulder et al., 1993). The results

single and dual tasks at overlapping levels of difficulty (cf. Kramer
single-task performance by means of adaptive testing procedures
addition, it is generally more appropriate (c) to express DTCs in
relative, rather than absolute terms (e.g., as percentage of loss
relative to single-task performance; cf. Baddeley, Delia Sala, Gray,
Papagno, & Spinnler, 1997).
In the present study, we used a combination of all three strategies. With respect to the memory task, research participants were
trained in serial recall with the MOL until they reached a prespecified criterion level. This procedure has several advantages. First,
the instruction in and acquisition of a mnemonic device such as the
MOL greatly enhances the degree of experimental control over
memory-related processing (Baltes & Kliegl, 1992). Second, in

of these studies suggest that the magnitude of DTCs associated

comparison to most other age-comparative research on DTCs, we

with standing on a solid platform are generally small, with age

expected that young and old adults would be operating at more

differences in DTCs often being restricted to the degree of
postural sway (Maylor & Wing, 1996; Shumway-Cook et al.,

similar levels of memory performance after having been trained to

1997). Age differences in DTCs increase when the platform is
compliant or moving, most likely because cognitive control
demands are higher under such task conditions (Brown et al.,
1999). Finally, two studies have found sizable age differences

ences in DTCs.

criterion, which would enhance the interpretability of age differWith respect to walking performance, research participants were
asked to walk as accurately and quickly as possible on two narrow
tracks that differed from each other in path complexity (see Figure
1). We assumed that the topologically more complex, "aperiodic"

in DTCs when individuals were asked to walk while performing
a cognitive task (Chen et al., 1996; Mulder et al., 1993). This is
consistent with the notion that "sitting, standing, and walking

plex, "oval" track and hence be associated with larger DTCs in

represent a postural hierarchy with respect to attentional de-

memorizing and with larger age differences in memorizing DTCs.

mands" (Shumway-Cook et al., 1997, p. M238).
To summarize, normal aging is associated with decrements in
the reliability and automaticity of elementary and coordinative

received four sessions of walking practice prior to the critical

processes involved in posture control. The degree to which

involved trial-by-trial feedback regarding both speed and accuracy

these decrements are associated with a concomitant increase in
cognitive demands appears to depend, among other things, on

parameters of walking and was expected to result in better (i.e.,

task difficulty. The present investigation extends these earlier
observations by using a new combination of task domains with
a high degree of ecological validity (e.g., walking and memorizing). In addition, it examines the ontogenetic onset of adult
age differences in DTCs for this combination of tasks by
including a group of middle-aged adults. Finally, a number of
methodological refinements are introduced to enhance the interpretability of results.

track would require more cognitive processing than the less com-

Second, about half of the research participants in each age group
assessment of single- and dual-task performance. Walking practice

faster and more accurate) walking performance, lower cognitive
demands, and a reduction in DTCs. Thus, instead of trying to
equate individuals of different ages on single-task proficiency (as
was the case for the memory task), the difficulty and complexity of
the walking task were varied by two levels of single-task practice
and track complexity.
A final methodological consideration concerns the assessment
of the processing dynamics of dual-task performance (cf. Maylor
et al., in press). Research participants of all ages were expected to
optimize performance under dual-task conditions by shifts of at-

This Study: Methodological Considerations

tention between the memory and the walking tasks. On the basis of

In this study, research participants of different ages were asked
either to memorize a list of words using the MOL (Bower, 1970),
to walk on a narrow track as fast and as accurately as possible, or

previous findings (Baddeley & Lieberman, 1980; Bower, 1970;
Bugelski, 1970; Lea, 1975; Lindenberger et al., 1992), we assumed
that the formation of associations between to-be-learned words and

to perform both tasks simultaneously. The dual-task manipulation
was restricted to the encoding phase of the memory task; thus, the

locations, most likely by means of mental imagery, would be the

crucial question was whether performance costs induced by the
simultaneous memory encoding and walking increased with age.

task. Therefore, we expected that research participants of all ages,

As others have noted before (e.g., Craik & Jennings,

1992;

decrement in parameters of walking performance, such as step

Kramer, Larish, & Strayer, 1995; McDowd & Shaw, 2000; Salthouse, 1988), the quasi-experimental nature of this question poses
difficult methodological problems. For instance, one would like to

frequency, during the association-formation phase of MOL perfor-

most effortful cognitive operation in the context of the memory
and perhaps especially old adults, would show a pronounced

mance, compared with the initial auditory word comprehension
phase.
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in the walking-practice condition, and (b) the debriefing session
took place several weeks after the second posttest session.1

Start

c

General Features of Data Analysis

•Start

The present study involved noncontiguous age groups of young,
middle-aged, and old adults. Therefore, age was treated as a factor
with three levels, not as a continuous variable. For all age-group
comparisons, we defined two orthogonal contrasts reflecting the
assumption that young adults constitute a reference group for the
two older age groups. The first contrast tested whether middleaged and old adults differed from young adults, and the second
whether middle-aged adults differed from old adults. Data were
routinely checked for variance (Cochran's Q or variancecovariance (Box's M) homogeneity when performing simple or
repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs), respectively;
unless stated otherwise, the null hypothesis of variance homogeneity could be retained. Alpha levels were set to .01, and values for
partial if were reported to indicate effect size. In the case of
univariate F tests with 1 df, if corresponds to the square of the
point-biserial correlation between the dependent variable and the
two levels of the independent variable (cf. Richardson, 19%).

Method
Sample
Research participants were recruited through advertisements in local
newspapers and were paid DM 20 (Euro 10, or approximately $10) per
session. Of the 177 adults who initiated participation in this experiment,
140 completed the entire experiment: 47 young adults (mean age = 24
years, range = 20-30 years, SD = 3.2 years), 45 middle-aged adults (mean
age = 45 years, range = 40-50 years, SD = 3.3 years), and 48 old adults
(mean age = 65 years, range — 60-70 years, SD — 3.1 years). Reasons for
sample attrition are listed at the beginning of the Results section. The 140
Figure 1.

Schematic drawing of the oval and aperiodic walking tracks

used in the present study. Triangles within the aperiodic track were not
physically present but are meant to illustrate the design of this track (i.e.,
aperiodic monohedral tiling with an isosceles triangle).

individuals who participated in the entire experiment constituted the effective sample of this study.
To document the age typicality of the samples, Table 2 displays the
average scores of young, middle-aged, and old individuals on Set U" of the
Raven Advanced Progressive Matrices test (Raven, Court, & Raven, 1983)
as well as their average scores on a vocabulary test (described below; cf.
Wechsler, 1982). The test by age group interaction was significant, young

Overview of Study and Data Analysis

versus middle-aged and old, F(l, 137) = 181.64, MSB = 16.91, p < .01,
TV3

Study Design
The present study consisted of five major parts (see Table 1): (a)
two pretest sessions; (b) memory training with the MOL, with an
average of 5.5 sessions of instruction and training to criterion; (c)
either four or zero sessions of walking practice depending on
experimental condition; (d) two sessions of posttest, including the
critical experimental conditions of memorizing with and without
concurrent walking performance, and of walking with and without
concurrent memorizing; and (e) a final session with debriefing and
additional questionnaires.
Depending on the absence versus presence of walking practice,
the experiment consisted of an average of 14.5 or 10.5 sessions,
respectively. Sessions were scheduled twice a week, with two
exceptions: (a) Participants who did not receive walking practice
received no contact for about 2 to 3 weeks, that is, for about the
time it took to administer the four practice sessions to participants

— .36, or marginally significant, middle-aged

versus old, F(l,

137) = 6.05, MSB = 16.91, p = .015, if = .04. Performance on the Raven
Advanced Progressive Matrices test decreased as a function of age, young
versus middle-aged and old adults, F(l, 137) = 99.18, MSB = 26.69, p <
.01, if

= .42; middle-aged

versus old adults, F(l,

137) =

12.94,

MSB = 26.69, p < .01, if = .08. In contrast, performance on the
vocabulary test did not vary significantly as a function of age group, young
versus middle-aged and old adults, F(l, 137) = 0.02, MSB = 17.71, p >
.80; middle-aged versus old adults, F(l, 137) = 1.04, MSE = 17.71, p >
.30. Thus, the typical developmental dissociation between decrements in
the fluid mechanics and maintenance in the crystallized pragmatics of
intelligence was observed (Baltes, 1987; Horn, 1989). It can be concluded

1

The present study also addressed a few other issues, such as the

relationship between training gains and efficacy beliefs (e.g., Jopp, 1996).
Measures related to these other issues were administered during the two
pretest sessions, the second posttest session, and the final debriefing
session and did not compromise the experimental design of the study.
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Table 1
Design of the Study
Study phase
Pretest

Serial recall training

Walking practice

Posttest

First pretest session
Demographics
Raven, Vocabulary
Serial recall: baseline
under seated encoding
conditions
Second pretest session
Walking without MOL
Auditory comprehension
(seated, standing, walking)

Instruction in MOL (Session 3)
Training to criterion with MOL
(seated, up to nine sessions)

Half of the participants
in each age group received
four sessions of walking
practice; the remaining
participants served as a
control group

First posttest session
MOL under seated EC
MOL under standing EC
MOL under walking EC
Walking without MOL
Second posttest session
Walking without MOL
Auditory comprehension
(seated, standing, walking)

Note. MOL = method of loci; EC = encoding condition; Raven = Raven Advanced Progressive Matrices test (Raven, Court, & Raven, 1983);
Vocabulary = short form of the German version of the Wechsler Vocabulary test (Lmdenberger, Mayr, & Kliegl, 1993; cf. Wechsler, 1982). Three age
groups participated in the experiment: young (n = 47, age range - 20-30 years), middle-aged (n ~ 45, age range = 40-50 years), and old (n = 48, age
range = 60-70 years). Walking performance was varied at two levels of complexity (see Figure 1). Auditory comprehension conditions at pre- and posttest
as well as the experimental conditions of the first posttest session, which served to assess walking and memorizing performance under single- and dual-task
conditions, were counterbalanced across subjects within age groups.

that the present samples yield a good approximation of population age
gradients in cognitive functioning.

recorded by a male speaker served as stimuli. Sixteen Berlin landmarks
served as implicit location cues during encoding and retrieval after instruction in the MOL (i.e., these cues were not actually presented during
eacodiag or retrieval but were learned by the research participants early in

Apparatus

the memory training),
Five Macintosh SE/30s equipped with closed headphones were used for
presentation of verbal stimuli and data entry in the context of memory

rate of 10 s per word. After the presentation of the last word of a list,

performance at pretest and during training and for the collection of bio-

research participants had to recall the list in forward serial order- Recall

graphical background information at pretest. Two Macintosh 7!QQ/66s
PowerPCs equipped with an infrared sound transmitter, closed headphones,
and a National Instruments NB-MIO-16 multifunction I/O board with
millisecond timer, provided by National Instruments Germany GmbH,
Munich, were used for presentation of verbal stimuli and data entry in the
context of memory performance at posttest and for the assessment of
walking performance at pretest and posttest. One of the two PowerPCs was
used for the oval track, and the other for the aperiodic track. The assessment of walking performance was based on special hardware that we

Stimuli were presented auditorily only, using closed headphones, at a

was untimed and visually cued by presenting Arabic numerals corresponding to the serial position of the to-be-remembered word on the computer
screen (e.g., "1."), For each serial position, participants responded by
typing the first three letters of the to-be-remembered word on the keyboard,
making corrections with the backspace key if necessary, and hitting the
return key thereafter. After the return key was bit, the digit cue for tiae next
serial position (e.g., "2.") appeared on the screen, and corrections for the
earlier position were no longer possible. Participants were instructed to hit
the return key directly if they were sure that they did not remember a word

designed for the purpose for this study (see below).

at a particular landmark location. During training in the use of the MOL,
participants were given accuracy feedback for the list that they just had

Materials: Memory Performance With the MOL

completed after having responded to the last word of that list. Feedback

The memory task consisted of serial recall of 16-item word lists using
the MOL (Bower, 1970). Eight hundred eighty highly imageable, highly
concrete nouns (e.g., Bakes & Kliegl, 1992; Kliegl, Smith, & Baltes, 1989)

included overall accuracy (e.g., "10 words correct") and an item-by-item
display of recall performance.
With regard to distribution of to-be-learned words over lists, an initial set
of 16-item lists was drawn without replacement from the total pool of 880
words. Specifically, stimuli were randomly distributed over lists with the

Table 2
Cognitive Characteristics of the Sample as a
Function of Age Group

following constraints: (a) Words with identical initial three letters (e.g.,
crab and crane) were not allowed within the same list, and (b) words judged
to be very similar (e,g., king, emperor) were not allowed within the same
list. The resulting 55 lists were distributed over sessions in the following

Young
(n = 47)

Middle-aged
(n = 45)

Old

manner: (a) memory performance prior to instruction in the MOL (first

(n = 48)

Task

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Raven
Vocabulary

20.7
21.2

5.8

13.4
21,6

5.2
4.0

9.5

4.5
4.2

pretest session, 2 lists), (b) auditory comprehension at pretest under four
experimental conditions with 2 lists per condition (i.e., sitting, standing,
walking the oval track, walking the aperiodic track; 8 lists), (c) initial

4.4

20.7

instruction session with the MOL (4 lists), (d) the first three training
sessions with the MOL with 8 lists per training session (24 lists), (e)
memory performance at posttest under four experimental conditions with 2

Note. Raven — Raven Advanced Progressive Matrices test (Raven,
Court, & Raven, 1983); Vocabulary = short form of the German version
of the Wechsler Vocabulary test (Lindenberger, Mayr, & Kliegl, 1993; cf.
Wechsler, 1982).

lists per experimental condition plus 1 initial warm-up list (9 lists), and (f)
auditory comprehension at posttest under four experimental conditions
with 2 lists per condition (8 lists).
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Given that memory training with the MOL lasted for a maximum of 10,

At the end of the encoding phase (i.e., 10 s after the last word),

rather than 3, sessions, the maximum number of to-be-learned words in this

participants under dual-task conditions heard a signal, stopped walking the

study (N = 1,776) exceeded the number of available words (N = 880).

track, went to the computer, sat down, and initiated the recall phase in the

Therefore, an additional set of 56 lists was constructed by drawing addi-

same manner as during MOL training. The distance between the point on

tional lists from the total pool of 608 words that had been presented up to

the track at which participants happened to be at the end of the encoding

the 3rd session of training. The lists in Training Sessions 4-10 followed the
same constraints as the other lists (i.e., no ambiguous word beginnings and

phase and the computer was variable but not systematically related to

replacement of high-similarity words). In addition, to avoid interference

individual differences in walking performance.
At posttest, the identical apparatus (i.e., computer and headphones with

effects, we ensured that a given word did not appear during the preceding 2

infrared equipment) was used under single-task (i.e., seated or standing)

training sessions. Note that earlier findings with the MOL indicate that

conditions, except that no walking-related information was recorded. Un-

proactive interference is most pronounced within sessions and rarely ex-

der seated encoding conditions, participants sat in a chair in the middle of

tends over more than one session (Kliegl & Lindenberger, 1993).
The same random distribution of lists over sessions was used for all

the room. Under standing encoding conditions, they stood next to the chair

research participants. Likewise, the order of words within lists was iden-

touching the chair). At the end of the encoding phase (i.e., 10 s after they
had heard the last word), participants went to the computer, sat down, and

tical across participants.

in an upright position but without any external support (e.g., without

initiated the recall phase. The distance in space between the point at which

Materials: Walking Tracks

participants stood or sat during the encoding phase and the computer used
for response collection was 8 m, which was about equal to the average of

In order to assess walking performance at two levels of difficulty and
cognitive demand, two narrow tracks of different path complexity were
used in this study. The shape of the track with low path complexity
(descriptively referred to as the oval track) consisted of two parallel lines

the distances between the computer and the different track locations at
which trials ended under dual-task (i.e., walking) conditions.

Procedure

with a length of 9 m connected at both ends by half circles with a diameter
of 1.5 m. The shape of the track with high path complexity was based on

Testing sites.

The study was carried out at the Max Planck Institute for

the mathematics of tiling (Grunbaum & Shephard, 1987). Specifically, the

Human Development. The first pretest session and all sessions involving

shape of this path was obtained by monohedral aperiodic tiling of an

instruction and training with the MOL took place in a sound-resistant

isosceles triangle (cf. Griinbaum & Shephard, 1987; see Figure 1). Compared with the oval track, the aperiodic track contained a total of 22 turning

laboratory and were conducted in groups of 4 to 5 research participants.

points of varying angles instead of 2 curves of equal radius, and 21 straight

walking performance (i.e., the second pretest session, the walking-practice

sections of shorter and more variable lengths compared with 2 straight

sessions, and the two posttest sessions), took place in a different, large,

sections with a length of 9 m. Also, as a direct consequence of the

well-lit room, with 1 or 2 research participants per session. The total size

aperiodicity of the tiling procedure, the topology of the aperiodic track

of this other room was 11 X 12 m. The final debriefing session took place

contained little rhythmicity or repetition.

in a conference room and included about 20-40 participants per session.

The width of the straight sections of both tracks was 19 cm, the width of
the curved sections of the oval track varied between 20 and 35 cm, and the
diameter of the circular turning points of the aperiodic track was 42 cm.

The remaining sessions, all of which included experimental conditions with

Recruitment and informed consent. Research participants were recruited through advertisements in local newspapers. When they came to the
institute for the first time, individuals were given general information about

The precise shape of the tracks was defined by aluminum tape and was

the study and were told that participation in the study included the need to

clearly discernible for all participants.

select a pair of comfortable shoes for the walking part of the experiment.

An electronic device was used to obtain detailed information on a variety

Individuals were led to the walking tracks to provide them with a sense of

of parameters of walking performance such as walking speed, walking

the walking task, received an informed-consent form that contained all the

accuracy, and step frequency. The main features of this device were (a) that

relevant information, and were asked to carefully read through the form.

the walking tracks were electrically conductive, (b) that the participants'

Individuals willing to participate in the experiment signed the form and

right and left shoe soles were differentially conductive, and (c) that
conductivity information from various channels was recorded by the mul-

were reminded to bring an extra pair of comfortable shoes (e.g., walking

tifunction I/O board to assess steps and missteps (i.e., steps outside of the
aluminum-taped surface of the track) as well as walking speed and walking

pretest session). Participants were given a receipt when they brought their
shoes and were paid a fee of DM 25 for leaving their shoes at the institute

distance.2

for the duration of the experiment. Prior to the second pretest session,

shoes or jogging shoes; no high heels) to the next session (i.e., the first

the pairs of shoes were prepared for walking track performance (see

Materials: Dual-Task Conditions

Footnote 2).
First pretest session.

At the first posttest session—that is, after training to criterion in the
MOL and subsequent walking-practice or no-intervention control conditions-—research participants performed the MOL under seated, standing,
and walking conditions. Verbal stimuli were presented using the same

Participants were tested in groups of 3 to 5

individuals. They were given a computerized questionnaire to collect
biographical background information. After that, the standard paper-andpencil version of Set II of the Raven Advanced Progressive Matrices test
(Raven et al., 1983) and the shortened, modified form of the German

headphones as for MOL training. In contrast to MOL training, however, the
headphones were connected not directly to the computer but rather to an
infrared receiver attached to the participants' clothing (e.g., belt, pocket).

2

Shoe soles were covered with sheets of graphite-coated foam (thick-

The corresponding transmitters were connected through the multifunction

ness: 4 mm). In addition, the graphite-coated foam of the left shoe was

I/O board to the Macintosh computers that were used to measure walking-

again covered with aluminum tape, whereas the right shoe was covered

related performance. Thus, when a participant was walking on a given

with foam only. Both aluminum and graphite are electrically conductive

track under dual-task conditions, the same computer was used to record

materials, but graphite is much less conductive than aluminum. Therefore,

walking performance and to emit the to-be-learned words to the participant.

resistance was higher when only the right foot was touching the ground.

The corresponding sound signals were clamped, fed into the multifunction

The foam had a very dense texture and did not interfere with normal
walking behavior. Further details on the equipment used to assess param-

I/O board, and projected onto the same time axis as the walking-related
information.

eters of walking performance can be obtained from Ulman Lindenberger.
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version of the Wechsler Vocabulary test (Lindenberger, Mayr, & Kliegl,
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versa—was counterbalanced within and across individuals. Specifically, at

1993; cf. Wechsler, 1982) were administered. Finally, baseline perfor-

each of the four sessions of walking practice, about half of the participants

mance in serial recall was assessed with two 16-item word lists.

in each group started with the four oval-track trials, and the other half

This session served two purposes: (a) to obtain

started with the four aperiodic-track trials. Moreover, for each participant,

a baseline assessment of walking performance and (b) to assess possible
differences in auditory comprehension {word identification) as a function

Second pretest session.

two sessions started with the four oval-track trials and the other two with

of age group and experimental condition. Research participants were tested

track-first sessions being random.

the four aperiodic-track trials, the order of oval-track-first and aperiodic-

individually. First, research participants walked both tracks two times for

As before, research participants were instructed to "walk as quickly,

170 s under single-task conditions. They were instructed to "walk as

safely, and accurately as possible, and never to stop walking until the end

quickly, safely, and accurately as possible, and to never stop walking until

of the trial." After each trial, research participants were given performance

the end of the trial." In contrast to other parts of the experiment, the order

feedback regarding the speed and accuracy of their walking. Specifically,

of the tracks was fixed across participants; all participants first walked the
oval track twice, and then the aperiodic track twice. After the baseline

the following information was displayed on the computer screen: (a)

assessment of walking performance, an auditory comprehension task was

amount of time (170 s), this is a measure of speed (i.e., number of

administered to examine whether participants in all age groups were able

meters/170 s); (b) the number of missteps to the right; and (c) the number

to comprehend the auditory stimuli used in this study. Specifically, partic-

of missteps to the left. Second, third, and fourth trials of a given track were

distance covered in meters; given that participants walked for a constant

ipants listened to a total of eight 16-word lists presented at a rate of 5 s per

added to the list as participants proceeded through the practice sessions.

word over headphones using the infrared transmitter. Participants were

Thus, by the time participants had completed the fourth practice trial of a

instructed to immediately say back the word that they had just heard. Two

given track, the performance parameters of all four trials were listed on the

lists were presented under each of the four experimental conditions: sitting,

screen, so that participants could easily see whether they had improved

standing, walking the oval track, and walking the aperiodic track. There

their performance in one or both parameters. The experimenter made sure

were four different orders of administration: (a) sitting, standing, oval

that participants were paying attention to both speed and accuracy infor-

track, aperiodic track; (b) oval track, sitting, aperiodic track, standing; (c)

mation when evaluating the feedback, and, if necessary, reminded partic-

standing, aperiodic track, sitting, oval track; and (d) aperiodic track, oval

ipants to optimize both.

track, standing, sitting. Within each age group, participants were equally
and randomly distributed over the four different orders,
Instruction in memory performance

with the MOL (Session 3).

First posttest session.

The purpose of this session was to assess walk-

ing and memorizing performance under single- and dual-task conditions
In

following experimental manipulations (i.e., MOL training plus walking

Session 3, participants were introduced to the MOL (cf. Kliegl et al., 1989).

practice vs. MOL training plus no-intervention control). All research

First, participants were made familiar with the historical origins and the

participants were exposed to a total of six different task conditions:

general procedure of the method. Then, they were given a handout that

encoding words with the MOL while (a) sitting, (b) standing, (c) walking

listed the 16 Berlin landmarks in serial order. Each of the landmarks was

the oval track, or (d) walking the aperiodic track (recall was .always done

discussed in detail, and the resulting route was retraced on city maps.

under seated conditions); (e) oval track, walking only; (f) aperiodic track,

Participants were encouraged to create vivid images of the landmarks and

walking only. For each of the six task conditions, two trials were admin-

were given examples of how to use mental imagery to establish a connec-

istered in immediate succession. Under dual-task conditions, the first word

tion between the to-be-learned words and the landmarks. After that, par-

was presented after 10 s of walking, and subsequent words were presented

ticipants practiced the technique with four word lists. To enhance acqui-

at the 10-s rate familiar from MOL training that is, 10 s -I- (16 X 10 s) =

sition of the mnemonic technique, participants were allowed to make use

170 s, Under single-task walking conditions, participants walked for the

of the landmark list during encoding and retrieval. At the end of the

same amount of time as under dual-task conditions (i.e., 170 s).

session, participants were asked to rehearse the landmark list for the next
session.

To control for order effects, we grouped conditions into six blocks, and
the six task blocks were combined to yield eight different administration

Memory training to criterion with the MOL

This block of sessions

orders. The six task blocks were as follows: (a) Block A: MOL with

lasted between two and nine sessions, depending on individuals' rate of

aperiodic track followed by MOL with oval track; (b) Block A': MOL with

learning. At the beginning of each session, research participants were asked

oval track followed by MOL with aperiodic track; (c) Block B: MOL

to recite the landmarks in correct serial order by heart. To encourage the

sitting followed by MOL standing; (d) Block B': MOL standing followed

use of the MOL, participants who were not yet able to correctly recite the

by MOL sitting; (e) Block C: oval track walking only followed by aperi-

landmarks were allowed to look at the landmark list during encoding and

odic track walking only; and (f) Block C': aperiodic track walking only

retrieval. Eight different word lists were given in each of the training

followed by oval track walking only. The eight different administration

sessions. Starting with the third practice session, training was terminated

orders were: ABC, A'B'C', BCA, B'C'A', ACB, A'C'B', CBA, C'B'A'.

when research participants had attained the following criterion: They had

Research participants of each 3 (age group) X 2 (walking practice) design

worked without the landmark list in both the current and the previous

cell were equally and randomly distributed over the eight different orders

sessions and they had attained a score of 12 (i.e., at least 12 out of 16 words

of administration. With respect to the group of old adults (n = 48), this

at the correct serial positions) in at least one of the first four lists and a

procedure resulted in a perfectly stratified design with 3 research partici-

score of 12 in at least one of the second four lists. As a consequence, it was

pants in each of the 2 (walking practice) X 8 (posttest administration order)

impossible to reach criterion prior to the second training session (i.e., die

cells. With respect to the young (n = 45) and middle-aged (n = 47)

third session of MOL exposure). The maximum number of training ses-

groups, 2 or 3 of the resulting 16 design cells contained 2, rather than 3,

sions was fixed to nine. Individuals who did not reach the criterion in or

individuals, respectively.3

before me ninth training session were excluded from the final sample (see
the Results section for a description of sample attrition).
Walking practice.

Half of the participants in each age group were

3

Both before and after the experimental part of the first posttest session,

asked to participate in four sessions of walking practice after completion of

diastolic blood pressure, systolic blood pressure, and heart rate were

the pretest and memory training (see Table 1). Each of these sessions

measured. In analyses not reported here, we found that the cardiovascular

consisted of eight walking trials, four on the oval track and four on the

measures taken before the experimental manipulations did not differ from

aperiodic track. Each trial lasted for 170 s. Track order within sessions—

those taken thereafter and did not interact with age group or any other

four oval-track trials followed by four aperiodic-track trials and vice

factor. The relevant analyses can be obtained from Ulman Lindenberger.
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Table 3
Hearing Comprehension Performance as a Function of Measurement Occasion, Task Condition, and Age Group
Pretest
Age group

Seated

Standing

Oval track

Posttest
Aperiodic track

Seated

Standing

Oval track

Aperiodic track

Young

M
% without error
Middle-aged

15.9

15.9

15.8

15.7

15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

83

83

61

61

83

78

87

83

M

15.8

15.9

15.7

15.8

15.8

15.9

16.0

15.9

% without error

69

80

69

73

71

78

98

84

Old
M
% without error

15.7

15.6

15.6

15.5

15.8

15.6

15.8

15.7

61

65

63

43

70

57

72

67

Note. N = 137; data were missing for two young and one old participant. Maximum score = 16. Scores are based on the average of two trials per
condition. The first entry refers to the mean number of correctly identified words, the second entry to the percentage of research participants with a perfect
score. Standard deviations for the mean number of correctly identified words are not reported because the data were highly skewed due to ceiling effects.

Second posttest session.

The purpose of this session was to examine

pretest-posttest changes in auditory comprehension and single-task walking performance. Content and procedure of this session were identical to
the second pretest session.

Results
Sample Attrition
The original sample consisted of 177 participants. Of these, 140
took part in the entire experiment. Specifically, 5 (10%) out of 52
young adults, 8 (15%) out of 53 middle-aged adults, and 24 (33%)
out of 72 old adults did not complete the experiment. Age group
differences in attrition rate were statistically reliable, ^(2, N =
177) = 11.82, p < .01. Reasons for dropout can be classified into
four categories: (a) failure to reach the criterion for memory
performance with the MOL within nine sessions of practice, young
adults: n = 0; middle-aged adults: n - 1; old adults: n = 12; (b)
inability to walk on the tracks because of health problems (e.g.,
arthritis, high blood pressure, etc.), young adults: n = 0; middleaged adults: n = 0; old adults: n = 7; (c) other forms of poor
health, young adults: n = 0; middle-aged adults: « = 2; old adults:
n = 4; and (d) personal reasons (e.g., lack of interest, change of
residence), young adults: n = 5; middle-aged adults: n = 5; old
adults: n — 1.
As revealed by this classification, dropout reasons differed
considerably by age. Whereas all 5 of the young and 5 of the 8
middle-aged individuals discontinued the experiment for personal
reasons, 12 of the 24 old adults had to discontinue the experiment
because they were unable to attain criterion memory performance,
and 7 because they were judged too frail to walk the experimental
tracks. Compared with the 48 old adults who belonged to the final
sample, the 12 old adults who did not reach criterion memory
performance with the MOL were found to have lower scores on the
Wechsler Vocabulary test, F(l, 58) = 10.94, MSE = 180.27, p <
.01, 7j2 = .16, and marginally lower scores on the Raven Advanced
Progressive Matrices test, F(l, 58) = 5.07, MSE = 97.54, p =
.028, if = .08.*
We conclude that sample attrition among old adults in the
present study was selective in the sense that it was related to the
phenomena under investigation. Therefore, the walking and mem-

ory performance of the sample of old adults who completed the
entire experiment is likely to be positively biased. Given that we
predict decrements in memory and walking performance as well as
increments in DTCs with advancing age, and given that selective
attrition was absent in the young and middle-aged adults groups,
the positive selection bias among older adults works against our
predictions by possibly reducing the magnitude of observable age
differences with respect to the group of old adults.

Word Comprehension

Performance

Table 3 displays mean word comprehension performance as a
function of measurement occasion (pretest vs. posttest), age group,
and encoding condition. The upper entries in me table represent the
mean over the two trials administered under each condition. Values ranged from 15.5 (pretest, old adults, aperiodic track) to 16.0
(posttest, middle-aged adults, oval track). Given that the maximum
attainable score was 16, the observed mean values imply that close
to all research participants were operating at or close to ceiling.
At the same time, further inspection of the means in Table 3
suggests that old adults performed slightly but consistently below
the level of the middle-aged adults and young adults. To further
examine this issue, we dichotomized auditory comprehension into
perfect (1) versus less-than-perfect (0) levels of performance.
Specifically, research participants who obtained a perfect score,
that is, who recalled all 32 (i.e., 2 X 16) words of a given
condition, were contrasted with participants who failed to identify
at least one of the 32 words. The corresponding percentages for
each experimental condition are shown in the second line of the
age group panels in Table 3.
The dichotomized data were analyzed with a repeated measures
ANOVA with age group (young, middle-aged, or old) and walking
practice (walking practice vs. no-intervention control) as betweensubjects factors and measurement occasion (pretest vs. posttest)

4

All individuals who discontinued the experiment were individually

debriefed. Also, individuals who did not reach criterion performance with
the MOL completed a shortened version of the rest of the experiment to
avoid negative emotional effects.
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and encoding condition (four encoding conditions) as withinsubjects factors. In addition to the two orthogonal contrasts for age
group, three orthogonal contrasts were defined for experimental
condition. The first contrast tested whether word comprehension
under seated and standing encoding conditions differed from word
comprehension under walking encoding conditions (aperiodic and
oval track combined). The second contrast compared auditory
word comprehension under seated versus standing encoding conditions, and the third auditory word comprehension under the
oval-track versus aperiodic-track encoding conditions.
The second contrast for group was statistically reliable, F(l,
131) = 16.09, MSB = 0.26, p < .01, if = .11, indicating that old
adults' auditory word comprehension performance was below the
level of auditory comprehension achieved by middle-aged adults.
In addition, we observed a significant main effect of measurement
occasion, F(l, 131) = 12.43, MSB = 0.20, p < .01, jf = .09,
which was qualified by an interaction with the contrast of seated
and standing versus oval-track and aperiodic-track encoding, F(l,
131) = 15.66, MSE = 0.18, p < .01, if = .11. An inspection of
Table 3 reveals that auditory word comprehension performance
improved under walking but not under seated or standing encoding
conditions. None of the remaining main effects or interactions
were statistically reliable.5
In summary, research participants in all age groups displayed
close-to-perfect or perfect auditory word comprehension performance. Despite this close-to-optimal level of word comprehension
performance, there was some indication of improvement in word
comprehension from pretest to posttest under walking encoding
conditions. Finally, although old adults, on average, comprehended more than 97% of the words under all experimental conditions, their auditory word comprehension performance was
slightly but reliably lower than the word comprehension performance of the other two groups.
Given the existence of these very small but reliable age differences in word comprehension, we routinely checked whether the
pattern of age differences reported below was altered when auditory comprehension was entered as a covariate in the analyses.
This was never the case.
Training to Criterion in Serial Recall With the MOL
Baseline performance prior to instruction and training in the
MOL. On average, young adults, middle-aged adults, and old
adults recalled 4.8 (SD = 2.7), 2.7 (SO = 1.6), and 1.9 (SD = 1.2)
words per list in correct serial position, respectively. Data violated
the variance homogeneity assumption (Cochran's C — 0.65, p <
.01) and were transformed for further analysis by adding a constant
of 0.1 and taking the natural logarithm. After transformation, the
homogeneity assumption was met (Cochran's C = 0.39, p = .54).
Young adults performed above the level of middle-aged and old
adults, F(l, 136) = 40.10, MSE = 0.23, p < .01, rf = .23. In
contrast, the difference between middle-aged and old adults was
not reliable, F(l, 136) = 3.47, MSE = 0.23, p > .05.
Sessions to criterion. Young adults needed, on average, 4.2,
middle-aged adults 5.5, and old adults 6.8 sessions to reach criterion performance. These group differences were significant, young
versus middle-aged and old adults, F(l, 137) = 32.80,
MSE = 3.74, p < .01, if- = .19, and middle-aged versus old
adults, F(\, 137) = 10.17, MSE = 3.74, p < .01, if = .07. For at

least two reasons, the observed group differences are likely to
underestimate true age differences in learning to criterion. First, as
a consequence of our procedure, all participants were trained for a
minimum number of three sessions. Therefore, the observed distribution is likely to be left-censored in the sense that a substantial
proportion of young adults may have been able to reach the
criterion in the first or second session. Second, the group differences reported here do not take into account that 12 of the 72 old
adults recruited for participation in this study were unable to attain
criterion performance within 10 sessions of training (see the Sample Attrition section).
Age differences in MOL performance in the criterion session.
Across the eight lists of the session in which the criterion was
reached, young, middle-aged, and old adults recalled 13.0
(SD = 1.8), 11.5 (SD = 1.6), and 11.3 (SD = 1.5) words in correct
serial position, respectively. The performance of young adults
differed significantly from that of the other two groups, F(l,
137) = 30.90, MSE = 2.68, p < .01, if = .18; no significant
differences were observed between the two older groups, F(l,
137) = 0.50, MSE = 2.68, p = .48. Thus, despite our attempts to
eliminate age differences in episodic memory performance
through criterion-references training, small but statistically reliable
age differences subsisted after training to criterion. Differential
exposure to the MOL was successful in the more limited sense that
age-group differences in serial word recall were reduced compared
with age-group differences at baseline, and that individuals in all
groups performed at levels that were well beyond their baseline
performance, suggesting that they did indeed adhere to the use of
the mnemonic technique.
Pretest-Posttest Comparisons of Walking

Performance

Walking speed. Table 4 displays walking speed (defined as the
distance in meters covered in 170 s) as a function of track, walking
practice, measurement occasion, and age group. Our first analysis
was restricted to pretest scores to examine whether walking speed
at pretest differed as a function of walking-practice versus control
conditions. In a 3 (age group) X 2 (track) X 2 (walking practice)
ANOVA, the following reliable effects were found: (a) two main
effects of group, young versus middle-aged and old, F(\,
133) = 25.07, MSE = 2,139.64, p < .01, r,2 = .16, and middleaged versus old, F(l, 133) = 12.84, MSE = 2,139.64, p < .01,
rf = .09; (b) a main effect of track, F(1, 133) = 303.24, MSE =
474.28, p < .01, if = .70; and (c) an interaction of the middleaged versus old contrast with walking practice, F(l, 133) = 9.47,
MSE = 2,139.64, p < .01, rf = .07. Follow-up analyses separately for each age group revealed that young adults in the
walking-practice condition showed lower pretest performance than
young adults in the control condition, F(l, 45) = 7.79,
MSE = 1,638.06, p < .01, T)2 = .15. In contrast, old adults in the
walking-practice condition showed higher pretest performance
than old adults .in the control condition, F(l, 45) — 7.16,
MSE = 2,264.87, p = .010, if = .14. Apparently, the assignment

5

The raw data of hearing comprehension performance (i.e., the mean

number of correctly identified words per list) violated the assumption of
variance-covariance homogeneity (Box's M — 412.64, p < .01), but the
dichotomized data did not (Box's M = 167.79, p < .50). The two analyses
yielded the same pattern of results.
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Table 4
Walking Speed as a Function of Measurement Occasion, Walking Practice,
Track Type, and Age Croup
Oval track
Walking practice
Age group
Young
M
SD
Middle-aged
M
SD
Old
M
SD

Aperiodic track
Control

Walking practice

Control

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest '

Posttest

183.8
34.6

2S4.4
20.8

216.8
31.1

225.9
36.0

142.1
31.9

197.5
20.2

155.8
34.6

172.4
34.5

171,0
46.5

220.2
50.1

185.2
40.5

213.3
44.4

128.1
35.0

157.8
39.6

145.4
31.4

161.1
38.2

170.4
49.0

184.0
42.8

139.5
32.1

163.5
38.0

121.7
36.7

132.6
37.9

100.2
23.4

111.8
22.2

Note, N = 139; data were missing for one old participant. Scores refer to the distance covered in 170 s and are
based on the average of two trials per condition.

of research participants to walking-practice and control groups did
not result in equivalent levels of pretest performance within age
groups.
As can be seen in Table 4, age differences in walking speed
were already quite large at pretest (e.g., averaged over walkingpractice conditions and tracks, young adults performed about one
standard deviation above the mean of the old adults). To account
for the magnitude of these age differences, research participants'
gains in walking speed -from pretest to posttest were expressed in
a relative metric. Thus, performance gains for each of the two
tracks were computed as follows:
Gain = [(Mfamcn - Afpme,,)/M «„] X 100.

adults, F(l, 43) = 2.23, MSE = 5,221.30, p > .10, and old adults,
F(l, 45) = 1.22, MSE = 4,985.08, p > .10.
In sum, research participants in all age groups and walkingpractice conditions increased their walking speed from pretest to
postlest. However, the four sessions of walking practice had a
reliable effect on walking speed among young adults, but not
among middle-aged and older adults.
Walking accuracy. Variables representing number of missteps
were found to be very skewed, with skewness in the total sample
ranging from 3.21 (oval track, pretest) to 4.78 (aperiodic track,
pretest). For instance, with respect to the oval track at pretest, the

(1)

The 3 (age group) X 2 (walking practice) X 2 (track) data
pattern violated homogeneity assumptions (Box's M - 112.41,
p < .01). After rank-transforming the gain scores (e.g., by assigning the highest rank to the person and condition with the largest
relative gain in distance, etc.), data were more consistent with
homogeneity assumptions (Box's Af = 31.00, p > .01). Two
significant effects were found: (a) a main effect of walking practice, F(l, 133) = 13.92, MSE = 8,021.05, p < .01, -rf = .09, and
(b) an interaction of the first age-group contrast (i.e., young vs.
middle-aged and old adults) with walking practice, F(l,
133) = 21.78, MSE = 8,021.05, p < .01, if = .14. An analysis
based on the original relative gain scores, rather than ranked
relative gains scores, yielded the same pattern of results, as did an
analysis of covariance with posttest raw scores as dependent
variables and pretest raw scores as covariates.
Figure 2 displays the critical walking practice by age group
interaction for relative gain scores in the original metric. Gains in
walking speed from pretest to posttest were largest for young
adults in the walking-practice condition; participants in this group
increased their walking speed by an average of 45%. Within age
groups, the difference between walking-practice and nointervention control conditions was very pronounced in young
adults, F(l, 45) = 76.64, MSE = 1,879.00, -n2 = .63, p < .01.
However, the same difference was not reliable for middle-aged
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Figure 2. Gains in walking speed at posttest relative to pretest as a
function of walking practice (practice vs. no-intervention control) and age
group (young vs. middle-aged and old adults). Young adults in the
walking-practice conditions showed larger gains in walking speed than all
other groups. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.
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Table 5
Walking Accuracy as a Function of Measurement Occasion, Walking Practice,
Track Type, and Age Group
Oval track
Walking practice
Age group

Aperiodic track
Control

Walking practice

Control

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

3.13
0.82

2.96
0.71

2.62
0.92

2.95
0.87

2.78
0.74

3.04
0.56

2.52
0.68

2.57
0.75

2.73
1.01

3.18
0.41

2.65
0.70

2.29
0.85

3.09
0.54

3.46
0.82

2.59
0.62

2.77
0.66

1.53
0.52

2.27
0.88

1.80
0.86

1.60
0.99

1.80
0.78

2.67
0.90

1.87
0.74

1.73
0.88

Young

M
SD
Middle-aged

M
SD
Old
M
SD

Note. Because of technical problems with the electronic device for misstep assessment at pretest, N = 102.
Scores represent the average of two trials per condition and are based on a 4-point scale derived from the average
number of missteps per trial; 4 = 0 missteps, 3 — 1-2 missteps, 2 — 3-10 missteps, 1 — more than 10 missteps.
Original misstep distributions were highly skewed.

following values were observed: mean number of missteps,
young = 2.24, middle-aged = 5.47, old = 20.01; median number
of missteps, young = 0.88, middle-aged = 0.88, old = 8.88; and
maximum number of missteps, young = 14.25, middleaged = 64.25, old = 94.75. Therefore, the original misstep variables were reduced to 4-point scales, with larger values representing higher levels of walking accuracy. Specifically, scales were
defined as follows: 0 missteps — 4; 1—2 missteps — 3; 3—10
missteps = 2; more than 10 missteps = 1. Table 5 displays
walking accuracy as captured by these 4-point scales as a function
of track type, walking practice, measurement occasion, and age
group.
In a repeated measures ANOVA with age group (three groups)
and walking practice (two conditions) as between-subjects factors,
measurement occasion (two occasions) and track (two tracks) as
within-subject factors, and walking accuracy as the dependent
variable, the following main effects were observed: Young adults
versus old and middle-aged adults, F(l, 96) = 14.29, MSE = 1.38,
p < .01, if = .13; middle-aged adults versus old adults, F(l,
96) = 35.84, MSE = 1.38, p < .01, tf = .27; walking practice,
F([, 96) = 10.58, MSE = 1.38, p < .01, if = .10; measurement
occasion, F(l, 96) = 9.30, MSE = 0.41,p < .01, Tj2 = .09. These
main effects were qualified by two interactions. First, the main
effect of measurement occasion interacted with walking practice,
F(\, 96) = 9.30, MSE = 0.41, p < .01, if = .11, and was further
qualified by a triple interaction with walking practice and age
group (young vs. middle-aged and old adults), F(\, 96) = 11.76,
MSE = 0.41, p < .01, if = .11. As can be seen in Figure 3, this
triple interaction was largely due to the fact that middle-aged and
old adults in the walking-practice group showed significant improvements in walking accuracy, f(l, 25) = 17.13, MSE = 0.31,
p < .01, 7)2 = .41, whereas middle-aged and old adults in the
control group as well as young adults in either of the two walkingpractice groups failed to show significant changes from pretest to
posttest (allps > .10).
In addition, the main effect of age was found to interact with
track type. Contrary to expectations, age differences in walking

accuracy were larger with the oval track than with the aperiodic
track. Middle-aged and old adults were more likely to produce
missteps on the oval track than on the aperiodic track, f(l,
57) = 13.16, MSE = 0.12, p < .01, rj2 = .19. In contrast,
differences in walking accuracy between the two tracks were not
reliable for young adults (p > .10).6
Summary of pretest-posttest comparisons of walking speed and
walking accuracy. Averaged over the two tracks and both
walking-practice conditions, young, middle-aged, and old adults
walked 174 (SD = 31), 158 (SD = 36), and 133 (SD = 36) m in
170 s at pretest, respectively. Without walking practice, the magnitude of these age differences was not significantly altered from
pretest to posttest. With walking practice, however, age differences
were magnified. Specifically, young adults in the walking-practice
condition improved their walking speed by an average of 44%,
compared with 34% in middle-aged and 14% in old adults. With
respect to walking accuracy, negative age differences were especially pronounced at pretest, for the oval track, and between
middle-aged and old adults. In contrast to both middle-aged and
old adults in the walking-practice condition, young adults did not
show significant improvements in accuracy from pretest to posttest
in either of the two walking-practice groups. Taken together,
results indicate that young adults exhibited most of their practice
gains in the speed parameter of walking performance, whereas

6

Due to technical problems with the electronic device for misstep assess-

ment at pretest, a large number of pretest observations were missing, reducing
the effective number of individuals with information on all four variables in the
analyses reported in this section from 140 to 102. These technical problems did
not interfere with the testing situation and were distributed about equally over
age groups and experimental conditions. In control analyses in which missing
data on the transformed variables were replaced by the corresponding cell
means, the pattern of results was identical to the pattern reported in this section.
We also wondered whether collapsing the misstep raw scores into a 4-point
scale artificially reduced existing differences in walking accuracy between
young and middle-aged adults. Additional analyses based on raw scores
indicated that this was not the case.
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significant, young versus middle-aged and old adults, F(l,
134) = 53.71, MSE = 24.32, .p < .01, 7j2 = .29, and middle-aged
versus old adults, F(\, 134) = 20.95, MSE = 24.32, p < .01, rj2 =
.14. The contrast comparing seated and standing against oval- and
aperiodic-track encoding conditions was also reliable, F(l, 134) =

Young Practice

136.55, MSE = 6.62, p < .01, if = .50, and was found to interact
Middle & Old Practice
Young Control

with the contrast testing young against middle-aged and old adults,
F(l , 134) = 13.02, MSE = 6.62, p < .01, if = .09. As can be seen
in Table 6, recall performance in the context of walking encoding
conditions was lower than recall performance in the context of
seated and standing encoding conditions, and this difference was

Middle & Old Control

more pronounced among middle-aged and old than among young
adults. Finally, recall was lower when individuals had to encode
the to-be-learned words while walking on the aperiodic track than
while walking on the oval track, F(l, 134) = 46.18, MSE = 5.15,
p < .01, 7j2 = .26. All other effects were not reliable (p > .10).
A numerical interpretation of the critical age group by encoding
condition interaction is difficult because age-group differences

Pretest

Posttest

were already present under seated and standing encoding conditions (see Table 6). Therefore, we decided to further examine the

Measurement Occasion
Figure 3. Pretest-posttest differences in walking accuracy as a function
of walking practice (practice vs. no-intervention control) and age group
(young vs. middle-aged and old adults). Middle-aged and old adults with
walking practice improved their walking accuracy from pretest to posttest.
In contrast, walking accuracy in both groups of young adults and in
middle-aged and old adults without walking practice did not change from
pretest to posttest. Walking accuracy reflects absence of missteps; 4 = 0
missteps, 3 = 1-2 missteps, 2 = 3-10 missteps, 1 = more than 10 missteps.
Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. Max. = maximum.

nature of this interaction by expressing individuals' recall performance under walking encoding conditions relative to their performance under seated and standing encoding conditions. The latter
two conditions did not differ from each other in any of the three
groups (see Table 6). Hence, DTCs observed with the oval track
were expressed as the percentage of loss in performance relative to
performance under seated and standing recall conditions:
DTCs UOL =

( « elted ,

„„„,„,, - NCOY|1]/
NC meln(lcatcd ,, UI1(ling) }X100,

middle-aged and old adults, who initially committed numerous
missteps, improved relatively more in accuracy than in speed.

(2)

where NC stands for the number of correctly recalled words. DTCs
for the aperiodic track were computed accordingly:

DTCs

eate d, s t a n dj n g)

DTCS M O L = {[NCm

~~ NCaperiodic]/

Memory performance. Using a repeated measures ANOVA,
the average number of words recalled in correct serial order was

NC,,..,,,™^, „„«,,,,} X 100. (3)

analyzed as a function of age group (three groups), walking practice (practice vs. control), and encoding condition (seated, stand-

A 3 (age group) X 2 (track) X 2 (walking practice) repeated
measures ANOVA revealed (a) that the aperiodic track was asso-

ing, oval track, and aperiodic track). Three orthogonal contrasts
were specified for encoding condition: (a) seated and standing

MSE = 492.07, p < .01, 7j2 = .21; (b) that middle-aged and old

versus oval and aperiodic track, (b) seated versus standing, and (c)
oval versus aperiodic track. The main effects of age group were

MSE = 1,085.50, p < .01, if = . 14; and (c) that middle-aged and

ciated with larger DTCs than the oval track, F(l, 134) = 35.63,
adults showed greater DTCs than young adults, F(l, 134) = 21.19,

Table 6
Mean Number of Correctly Recalled Words as a Function of Track Type,
Encoding Condition, and Age Group
Encoding condition

Sitting

Walking,
oval track

Standing;

Walking,
aperiodic track

Age group

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Young
Middle-aged
Old

13.0
11.7
9.5

2.9
3.2
3.0

13.3
12.1
9.6

2.4
3.0
3.2

12.9
9.7
7.2

2.8
3.3
3.8

10.5
7.9
5.8

3.6
3.6
3.2

Note.

N = 140. Maximum score = 16.
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old adults did not differ significantly in DTCs, F(l, 134) = 2.35,
MSE — 1,085.50, p = .13. In agreement with the preceding
analysis, performance did not vary reliably as a function of the two
walking-practice conditions.
Figure 4 displays DTCs in memorizing as a function of age
group and track. On average, middle-aged and old adults showed
a 22% loss in serial recall with the less complex (oval) track and
a 36% loss with the more complex (aperiodic) track. In contrast,
young adults showed no loss at all with the less complex track
(0%) and a 19% loss with the more complex track.
Walking speed. Table 7 displays walking speed (i.e., number
of meters/170 s) as a function of age group, walking practice,
track, and task condition (single vs. dual). Given the magnitude of
age-based differences in walking speed under single-task conditions, we refrained from an initial analysis of raw scores and
restricted the analysis of DTCs to ratio scores. As before, these
scores referred to the percentage of loss in walking speed under
dual-task relative to single-task conditions. The 3 (age group) X 2
(walking practice) X 2 (track) data pattern violated homogeneity
assumptions (Box's M = 40.79, p < .01). Homogeneity assumptions were no longer violated with rank-transformed relative cost
scores (e.g., the individual and condition with the highest relative
cost score obtained the highest rank, etc.; Box's M = 14.11, p =
.56). The only significant effect was a main effect of group, young
adults versus middle-aged and old adults, F(l, 133) = 16.09,
MSE = 9,037.60, p < .01, TJZ = .11. Figure 5 displays DTCs in
walking speed averaged over both tracks as a function of age
group. On average, middle-aged and old adults showed a 15%
reduction in walking speed when having to encode the to-beleamed words while walking. In contrast, young adults showed
only a 8% reduction.7
Old

Aperiodic

Track
Figure 4. Dual-task costs in memory performance as a function of track
and age group. Cost scores refer to the percentage of loss in serial word
recall with the method of loci under walking encoding conditions (oval vs.
aperiodic track) relative to the average of seated and standing encoding
conditions. Middle-aged and old adults showed significantly higher costs
than young adults but did not differ from each other. Error bars represent
standard errors of the mean.
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Walking accuracy. Data were analyzed with a 3 (age
group) X 2 (walking practice) x 2 (track) x 2 (single- versus
dual-task condition) repeated measures ANOVA, with the 4-point
scale of walking accuracy serving as the dependent variable (see
Table 8). Thus, in contrast to DTCs analyses regarding memory
performance and walking speed, DTCs analyses of walking accuracy were performed with difference scores, rather than relative
cost scores. This was done for two reasons. First, the use of a
relative cost score is problematic with a 4-point scale. Second, our
categorical receding of missteps had effects similar to a log transformation; in fact, log-transformed missteps yielded the same
pattern of results. Given that the original scale had been subjected
to something akin to a log transformation, a subsequent ratio
transformation of the resulting scales seemed inappropriate.
Both main effects of group were significant, young versus
middle-aged and old adults, F(l, 131) = 10.07, MSE = 1.98,p <
.01, t\2 = .07, and middle-aged versus old adults, F(l,
131) = 30.89, MSE = 1.98, p < .01, rf = .19. Walking practice
had a significant effect on walking accuracy, F(l, 131) = 21.68,
MSE — 1.98, p < .01, Tj2 = .14, indicating that participants with
walking practice tended to be more accurate in their walking
performance than participants in the control group. We also observed a significant main effect of track, F(l, 131) = 8.20,
MSE — 0.30, p < .01, T)2 = .06, and an interaction between track
and young versus middle-aged and old adults, F(l, 131) = 7.50,
MSE = 0.30,p < .01, Tj2 = .05. In agreement with results reported
above, walking accuracy did not differ as a function of track in
young adults, but middle-aged and old adults were more accurate
on the aperiodic than on the oval track.
The main effect of single- versus dual-task condition was not
reliable, F(l, 131) = 1.76, MSE = 0,24, p = .19, but there was a
significant interaction between this factor and the age group contrast comparing middle-aged and old adults, F(l, 131) = 11.73,
MSE - 0.24,/> < .01, T)2 = .08. As can be seen in Figure 6, young
and middle-aged adults did not show significant DTCs in walking
accuracy. In contrast, old adults were reliably less accurate under
dual-task than under single-task conditions. Note that this is the
only instance in which age-group differences in DTCs were observed between middle-aged and old participants, rather than between young participants and the two older groups.
Overall costs in dual-task performance. Baddeley et al. (1997)
proposed the use of z-transformed scores to document and compare the magnitude of age differences in DTCs across task domains. Following this practice, the ^-transformed accuracy and
speed costs in the domain of walking were averaged and again
z-transformed to reflect DTCs in walking. Corresponding
Z-transformed scores were computed for the memory domain. All
Z scores were formed across tracks to preserve differences between
tracks. Data were analyzed with a 3 (age group) X 2 (track) X 2
(domain: walking vs. memory) repeated measures ANOVA and
are reported in Table 9. Note that the domain main effect has to be
zero in this analysis because memorizing and walking are normed
to the same metric. However, the domain factor can interact with
7
The analysis based on relative cost scores without rank transformation,
in which homogeneity assumptions were violated, produced the analogous
result: young adults versus middle-aged and old adults, F(l, 133) = 13.40,
MSE = 207.46, p < .01, ff = .09.
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Table 7
Walking Speed as a Function of Track Type, Walking Practice, Task Condition
(Single vs. Dual), and Age Group
Aperiodic track

Oval track
Walking practice

Control

Control

Walking practice

Single

Dual

Single

Dual

Single

Dual

Single

Dual

254.4

234.2
30.0

225.9

36.0

208.7
34.4

197.5
20.2

179.9
25.2

172.4

20.8

34.4

158,6
33.8

Af

220.2

184.0

SD

50.1

51.5

213.3
44.4

183.2
42.0

157.8
39.6

138.2
41.2

161.1
38.2

130.8
37.2

184.3
43.7

164.3

161.7

134.0
38.4

132.9
38.7

117.9
38.2

112.1
21.7

93.2
24.6

Age group
Young

Af
SD
Middle-aged

Old
M
SD

47.5

38.3

Note. N = 139; data were missing for one old participant. Scores refer to walking distance (in meters) in 170 s.
Under dual-task conditions, participants had to encode a list of 16 to-be-learned words presented at a rate of 10 s
per word while walking.

any of the remaining factors. DTCs were larger in middle-aged and
old adults than in young adults, F(l, 136) = 40.38, MSE = 1.19,
p < .01, T)2 = .23; the difference between middle-aged and old
adults was not significant at the .01 level, F(l, 136} = 5.01,
MSE = 1.19, p = .027, rj2 = .04. DTCs with the aperiodic track
were larger than with the oval track, F(1, 136) = 19.39,
MSE = 0.59, p < .01, rjz = .12, and this main effect was qualified
by a track by domain interaction, F(l, 136) = 14.19, MSE = 0.51,
p < .01, 7j2 = .09. Interactions of age group with track or domain
were not reliable (p > .40). In line with the earlier results, post
hoc analyses within domains revealed that the track effect was
reliable for memorizing, F(l, 136) = 34.44, MSE = 0.52, p < .01,
T,2 = .21, but not for walking, F(l, 136) - 0.42, MSE = 0.58,
p > .50.
Overall, the effect size of the age-associated increase in DTCs
averaged over the two tracks, expressed as the difference to young
adults over the standard deviation of young adults, was 0.98
standard deviation units for middle-aged adults and 1.47 standard
deviations for old adults.
Intercorrelations among DTCs. Table 10 displays correlations
among DTCs in memorizing and walking speed; DTCs in walking
accuracy were not included in the table because they did not differ
from zero in young and middle-aged adults. DTCs were positively
correlated within domains but unrelated across domains. The moderately high correlations within task domains suggest that DTCs
were assessed in a sufficiently reliable manner. The absence of
significant correlations between DTCs across domains may come
as a surprise. Note, however, that the sign and magnitude of such
interindividual across-domain DTCs correlations is a function of at
least two opposing influences: individual differences in relative
emphasis on the two tasks, which would induce a negative correlation, on the one hand, and individual differences in "attentional
resources," which would induce a positive correlation, on the
other. Apparently, these diverging influences canceled each other
out in the present study.

Microanalyses of Dual-Task Dynamics: Evidence for
Periodic Attentional Shifts Between Memorizing

and Walking
The last set of analyses concerns step frequency as a function of
time after onset of to-be-learned words. Step frequency was chosen
because it showed a strong relationship to walking speed (r — .80)
and could be reliably assessed within relatively short time
intervals.
Throughout this study, the 16 to-be-learned words of a given list
were presented at a constant rate of 10 s. That is, when participants

Middle
I
I

Middle

Old

1
1

I
i

Young

Oval

Old
T
1

Aperiodic

Track
Figure 5. Dual-task costs in walking speed as a function of track and age
group. Cost scores refer to the percentage of loss in walking speed under
dual-relative to single-task conditions. Middle-aged and old adults showed
significantly higher costs than young adults but did not differ from each
other. Under dual-task conditions, participants had to encode a l<5-item
word list. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.
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Table 8
Walking Accuracy as a Function of Track Type, Walking Practice, Task Condition
(Single vs. Dual), and Age Group
Oval track
Walking practice
Age group

Aperiodic track
Walking practice

Control

Control

Single

Dual

Single

Dual

Single

Dual

Single

Dual

2.88
0.73

3.12
0.78

3.00
0.84

2.71
0.72

3.00
0.58

3.24
0,72

2.62
0.74

2.67
0.73

3.05
0.76

3.10

2.42
1.02

2.71
0.91

3.30

0.85

0.73

3.25
0.79

2.75
0.79

2.71
0.86

2.48
0,99

1.67
0.87

1.50
0.78

0.97

2.52
0.95

1.92

0.94

0.83

1.58
0.78

Young

M
SO
Middle-aged .
M
SD
Old
M
SD

2.17

2.87

Note. N = 137; data for one young, one middle-aged, and one old participant were missing. Scores represent
the average of two trials per condition and are based on a 4-point scale derived from the average number of
missteps per trial; 4 = 0 missteps, 3 = 1-2 missteps. 2 = 3-10 missteps, 1 = more than 10 missteps. Original
misstep distributions were highly skewed. Under dual-task conditions, participants had to encode a list of 16
to-be-learned words presented at a rate of 10 s per word while walking.

heard a given word, they had about 10 s to access the corresponding landmark location, form a mental association between the
landmark and the to-be-leamed word (most likely a compound
mental "image"), and prepare processing of the next word. On the
basis of past research (Baddeley & Lieberman, 1980; Lindenberger
et al., 1992), we assumed that the formation of the landmark-noun
association was the most demanding component in this processing
sequence. Therefore, we expected that participants would periodically shift their attention to the memory task after the onset of the
10-s interval in order to form a memorable mental image, provoking a decrease in step frequency. To examine this issue, we
aggregated the 32 10-s encoding intervals per condition (i.e., two
trials with 16 to-be-learned words each.) and divided them into four
segments of 2.5 s each. Our expectation was that walking step
frequency would be lower at later intervals. In addition, we also
examined whether step frequency varied as a function of recall
status of to-be-learned words (i.e., recalled vs. not recalled).
An ANOVA with age group (three groups) and walking practice
(two conditions) as between-subjects factors; track (two tracks),
temporal segment (four segments), and recall performance (recalled vs. not recalled) as within-subject factors; and number of
steps as the dependent variable was used to analyze the data. The
data pattern violated homogeneity assumptions (Box's M =
506.70, p < .01). After we rounded step frequency values to the
next full step and receded values lower than 2 to 2 and values
higher than 5 to 5, data corresponded more closely to homogeneity
assumptions (Box's M = 396.29, p > .01). Three main effects
were observed: (a) a main effect of group, indicating that middleaged and old adults made fewer steps than young adults, F = (1,
131) = 15.75, MSE = 4.70, p < .01, rf = .11; (b) a main effect
of track, indicating that step frequency was lower when participants were walking on the aperiodic than when they were walking
on the oval track, F = (1, 131) = 239.03, MSE = 0.53, p < .01,
rf = .65; and (c) a main effect of temporal segment, F - (3,
393) = 350.49, MSE = 0.22, p < .01, if = .73. The only other
statistically reliable effect was an interaction between track and

temporal segment, F = (3, 393) = 5.24, MSE = 0.17, p < .01,
•n2 — .04. All remaining effects were statistically not reliable (i.e.,
all ps > .06). When the analysis was performed on untransformed
data (which violated homogeneity assumptions), the three main
effects were also statistically reliable, but the track by temporal
segment interaction was not. For this reason, we refrain from an
interpretation of this interaction.
Figure 7 displays step frequency raw scores as a function of age
group and temporal segment. The results are consistent with the

0.4-,

Q

0.1-

n
3
0.0-

o-O.lYoung

Middle
Age Group

Old

Figure 6, Dual-task costs in walking accuracy as a function of age group.
Cost scores represent the difference in walking accuracy between singleand dual-task conditions. Old adults showed significantly higher costs than
middle-aged adults. Under dual-task conditions, participants had to encode
a 16-item word list. Walking accuracy reflects absence of missteps; 4 — 0
missteps. 3 = 1-2 missteps, 2 = 3-10 missteps, 1 = more than lOmisxtepn.
Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.
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Table
L auiv 9
y
Normalized Dual-Task Costs as a Function of Track, Domain, and Age Group
Aperiodic track

Oval track
Memorizing

Memorizing

Walking

Walking

Combined

Age group

Cost

SD

Cost

SD

Cost

SD

Cost

SD

Cost

SD

Young
Middle-aged
Old

-0.74
-0.17
0.12

0.81
0.88
1.00

-0.35
-0.04
0.30

0.76
1.19
0.93

-0.11
0.35
0.50

0.83
1.00
0.96

-0.47
0.16
0.40

0.80
1.07
0.92

-0.42
0.08
0.33

0.51
0.61
0.52

Note. N = 139. Scores represent normed costs across walking and memorizing. Specifically, the ^-transformed
accuracy and speed costs in the domain of walking were averaged, and the resulting scores were again
z-transformed. Corresponding cost scores were computed for the memory domain. Transformations were
computed across tracks to preserve differences in costs between tracks. To arrive at an overall cost score (right
column), we averaged scores across tracks and domains.

main prediction. On both tracks, participants lowered their step fre-

walking (see Figure 6) when they had to simultaneously engage

quency over the four consecutive 2.5-s segments: linear trend, F = (1,

in mnemonic encoding operations. With respect to memorizing

131) = 1,071.43, MSB = 0.19, p < .01, if

and walking speed, these age-based increments in DTCs were

= .89. Perhaps surpris-

ingly, the magnitude of this reduction did not depend on the recall

already present in 40- to 50-year-old adults. With respect to

status of the words. When expressing step frequency in the fourth

walking accuracy, they were confined to 60- to 70-year-old

segment as a proportion of step frequency in the first segment,

participants. As expected, walking on a more complex track

research participants in all age groups reduced their frequency by
about 23%. Apparently, then, there was a systematic shift in relative
task emphasis over the 10-s interval (cf. Maylor et al., in press).

Young Adults

2

Discussion

:

4

The primary prediction of this study was that DTCs increase
from early adulthood to old age when a relatively difficult locomotion task and an episodic memory task are performed in con-

i ''
E
Z3.0-

junction, rather than in isolation. Specifically, individuals were
asked to walk on narrow tracks of differing path complexity while
encoding word lists with the use of a mnemonic technique. The
Middle-Aged Adults

results of the present study demonstrate that this particular form of
dual-task performance increases in difficulty across the adult life
span.
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Summary of Major Findings
Age differences

in DTCs.

IS3.0-

With advancing age, participants

showed greater reductions in memory accuracy when they were
walking (see Figure 4), rather than sitting or standing, during

Old Adults

mnemonic encoding. In addition, they showed greater reductions in speed of walking (see Figure 5) and accuracy of

Table 10

E

Intercorrelations Among Dual-Task Costs
Variable
1.
2.
3.
4.

Walking speed, oval track
Walking speed, aperiodic track
Memorizing, oval track
Memorizing, aperiodic track

1
_
.46*
.07

.05

J? 3.0-

2

3

4

0-2.5

49*
—

-.11
-.02

.17
-.03
—
.38*

.12

.04
.44*

—

Note. First-order correlations are shown above the main diagonal; correlations controlled for age group are shown below the main diagonal.
*p < .01.

2.5-5.0

5.0-7.5

7.5-10

Time after Onset of Word (s)
Figure 7. Step frequency under dual-task conditions as a function of age
group and time after onset of the to-be-learned word. Step frequency decreased
toward the end of the 10-s encoding interval. This tendency did not interact
with age group. For purpose of comparison, dashed horizontal lines represent
step frequency under single-task (i.e., walking-only) conditions.
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induced greater DTCs in memorizing than walking on a less
complex track. In fact, for young adults walking on the less
complex track, DTCs in memory performance were completely
absent (see Figure 4).8
Absence of interactions with walking practice. Walking practice led to increments in both walking speed and walking accuracy
in all three age groups. In contrast to middle-aged and old adults,
young adults were already operating at close-to-perfect levels of
walking accuracy at pretest and showed larger gains than middleaged and old adults in walking speed but smaller gains (in fact, no
gains) in walking accuracy. Somewhat unexpectedly, walking
practice failed to reduce DTCs in general, and age differences in
DTCs in particular. In other words, DTCs in individuals with prior
walking practice did not differ reliably from DTCs in individuals
without such practice, and the same was true for age differences in
DTCs. Thus, DTCs and age differences therein, were neither
removed nor reduced by moderate amounts of self-guided practice
in the relevant sensorimotor skill. We do not know, however,
whether continued exposure to the dual-task situation itself would
have produced a different outcome (cf. Kramer et al., 1995; Kray
& Lindenberger, 2000).

Limitations and Qualifications

of the Present Findings

Continued existence of age differences in memory performance
after training to criterion. Unfortunately, the provision of differential amounts of training with the MOL did not eliminate agegroup differences in memory performance. First, age groups differed in the average number of correctly recalled words in the
session in which the criterion was attained. Technically, this was
possible because the criterion was not defined as a perfect (i.e.,
flawless) level of performance. Almost certainly, a higher criterion
level would have further increased the percentage of older adults
who failed to reach the criterion, thereby aggravating the differential selection problem. Thus, the rather lenient criterion set in
this study was a compromise between the goal of attaining perfect
performance equality across age groups, on the one hand, and the
goal of not losing too many old adults, on the other.
In addition, old adults, but not middle-aged and young adults,
evinced a decrement in average performance from the criterion
session to seated conditions at posttest: old, 11.3 vs. 9.5,
r(47) = 4.16,^ < .01; middle-aged, 11.5 vs. 11.7, /(44) = -0.41,
p > .50; young, 13.0 vs. 13.0, «(46) = 0.10, p > .50. Older adults'
inability to maintain criterion levels of performance at posttest
could have several causes. First, the younger age groups reached
criterion performance at an earlier phase of the skill-acquisition
process and may have continued to improve on the task after
having reached the criterion. Second, memory training and posttest
took place in different rooms, and the skilled memory performance
of older participants may have suffered more from this contextual
variation than the memory performance of younger participants
(cf. Winocur & Moscovitch, 1983). Third, one may wonder
whether skill (i.e., memory strategy) maintenance over time differed as a function of age group. Given that the posttest took place
about 2 weeks after participants had reached criterion memory
performance, it is conceivable that some of the older adults were
no longer able to use the MOL. However, this explanation is
unlikely for two reasons. First, it has been shown repeatedly that
older adults are able to maintain the use of a mnemonic skill such
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as the MOL over several weeks, months, and even years (Baltes &
Kliegl, 1992; Stigsdotter Neely & Backman, 1993). Furthermore,
at the beginning of the posttest session, research participants were
asked to quickly recite the list of location cues by heart. All
research participants were able to recite the list without error,
which indicates that the sequence of landmark cues was well
overleamed by all participants.
The observed age differences in DTCs would be more easily
interpretable if the training-to-criterion procedure had fully eliminated any age-group differences in memory performance under
standard encoding conditions. One way to examine the possible
influence of age-group differences in single-task performance on
age-group differences in DTCs is to perform post hoc analyses
with individuals of different ages who display similar levels of
single-task performance. Therefore, we selected individuals who,
on average, recalled no fewer than 9 and no more than 13 items in
correct serial position under single-task (i.e., seated or standing)
encoding conditions. This left us with 18 young, 18 middle-aged,
and 20 old adults with an average correct recall of, respectively, 11.4 (SD = 1.1), 10.9 (SD = 1.3), and 11.2 (SD = 1.2)
words under single-task conditions. In line with our predictions,
DTCs in memory performance continued to be more pronounced
in middle-aged and old than in young adults, F = (1, 53) = 7.48,
MSB = 1,265.08, p < .01, r>2 = .12, and the overall pattern of
findings, including DTCs in walking speed and walking accuracy,
matched the pattern observed with the full data set. In the light of
this additional analysis, it seems unlikely that the pattern of age
differences observed in the present study would have been markedly different if age differences in memorizing under single-task
conditions had been fully eliminated through differential exposure
to the MOL.
Equal-emphasis instructions. In the critical dual-task conditions at posttest, participants were instructed to give equal importance, in terms of performance outcomes, to walking and memorizing (e.g., "to walk as quickly and accurately as possible, and to
remember as many words as possible"). Thus, participants were
asked to optimize performance in both tasks. This instruction does
not directly correspond to typical dual-task instructions in which
participants are asked to invest an equal proportion of cognitive
effort into both tasks (cf. Salthouse, Rogan, & Prill, 1984). Specifically, the two types of instructions would be identical only if
the functions relating cognitive effort to performance were identical across tasks (cf. Norman & Bobrow, 1975).
We lack the critical information to judge whether age-based
increases in cognitive demand characteristics, under the specific
experimental conditions of this experiment, were more pronounced
for walking or memorizing. Age-comparative effort-performance
functions of walking and memorizing (cf. Kliegl, Mayr, &
Krampe, 1994; Norman & Bobrow, 1975; Salthouse et al., 1984)

8
Statements regarding direct comparisons between young and middleaged adnlts were backed up by post hoc analyses restricted to these two age

groups. With respect to the two analyses concerning walking accuracy (i.e.,
training gains and DTC), age-group differences were present for young
versus middle-aged and old adults but absent for young versus middle-aged
adults. For all other analyses, age differences that were statistically reliable
between young versus middle-aged and old adults were also reliable
between young and middle-aged adults.
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would be needed to provide strong data on this issue. However,
subjective reports are also useful, especially if elicited during or
immediately after the relevant activity (cf. Ericsson & Simon,
1993). Therefore, at the end of the posttest session, we asked
participants to indicate what percentage of their total attention they
had invested into walking versus memorizing under dual-task
conditions. An ANOVA with age group (three groups) and walking practice (two conditions) as independent variables and emphasis on memorizing as the dependent variable yielded no significant
effects (all ps > .35). Averaged over age groups and walkingpractice conditions, participants said that they had invested 64% of
their attention in memorizing (95% confidence interval: 61.4%
to 66.8%). This is consistent with the assumptions (a) that memorizing was cognitively more demanding than walking; (b) that an
equal-emphasis instruction phrased in terms of performance outcomes did not directly correspond to the typical dual-task instruction to "equally divide" one's attention; and (c) that the difficulty
of the two tasks increased at about the same rate with advancing
age. Experimental manipulations of relative task emphasis are
needed to validate these assumptions.
Speed—accuracy trade-offs in walking performance.
In this
study, age differences in accuracy of walking performance were
substantial both with and without simultaneous encoding activity
with the MOL. Specifically, participants in the oldest age group
were much more likely to step outside the boundaries of the two
tracks than middle-aged and young adults (see Tables 5 and 8).
This age-associated decrease in the accuracy of walking performance is probably due to age-based decrements in the ability to
maintain balance during locomotion (Shumway-Cook et al., 1997).
As a consequence, it seems likely that older adults had to limit
their speed of walking under all experimental conditions to a
greater extent than young and middle-aged adults to remain on
track. This observation may help to explain why middle-aged
adults had greater DTCs in the speed component of walking than
young adults, whereas old adults had greater DTCs in the accuracy
component of walking performance than middle-aged adults (see
Figures 5 and 6). Overall, however, DTCs increased with age in
both components of walking behavior. Therefore, speed-accuracy
trade-offs do not offer a viable explanation for the existence of age
differences in DTCs.
Localization of observed age differences in DTCs. In this
study, age differences in DTCs were predicted for two reasons: (a)
because locomotion requires an increasing amount of cognitive
control and supervision with advancing age and (b) because locomotion is increasingly dependent on attention-demanding visuospatial processing. According to these predictions, the observed
age differences in DTCs could primarily reflect processing conflicts at the level of more or less supramodal processes of task
supervision and maintenance (e.g., "executive" mechanisms; cf.
Shallice & Burgess, 1993), or conflicts at the level of attentiondemanding processes in the visuospatial modality, or both. More
detailed age-comparative investigations of locomotion and memory are needed to discriminate among these alternatives.
The Permeation of Behavior With Cognition:
A General Process of Normal Aging?

comparative dual-task studies on posture control, locomotion, and
cognition that were reviewed in Ihe Introduction. In addition, they are
in line with more clinically oriented observations on interindividual
differences in locomotion among older individuals. For instance, in a
study on the incidence rates of falls among elderly nursing-home
residents (N - 58, mean age = 80.1 years, SD = 6.1), LundinOlsson, Nyberg, and Gustafson (1997) found that 10 out of 12 of the
individuals who stopped walking when starting a conversation fell at
least once during a 6-month follow-up period, whereas 35 out of 46
of those who did not stop walking also did not experience a fall within
that period; this association between stopping while talking and falls
was statistically reliable, hi a further study (N = 42, mean age = 79.7
years, SD = 6.1 years), Lundin-Olsson, Nyberg, and Gustafson
(1998) asked participants to rise from an armchair, walk 3 m, turn
around, and sit down again, both with and without an added manual
task, which was to carry a glass of water while walking. The time
difference between single- and dual-task conditions was associated
with greater dependency in activities of daily living, decreased postural control in standing, lower scores on several cognitive tests, and
an increased risk of falling during a 6-month follow-up period.
In light of this remarkable consistency across studies, we
propose that age-associated increments in sensorimotorcognitive DTCs point to a more general phenomenon in adult
development and aging: the age-associated permeation of behavior with cognition. According to this view, which is reminiscent of Alan Welford's early observations (e.g., Welford,
1958, pp. 186-187), sensory and motor aspects of performance
are increasingly in need of cognitive control and supervision
because of frailty, sensory losses, and lower level problems in
sensorimotor integration and coordination.9
At the same time, mechanisms related to cognitive supervision and
control also decrease in efficiency with advancing age, and some, but
not all of them appear to be disproportionately compromised in old
age (e.g., Kramer, Hahn, & Gopher, 1999). Hence, aging individuals
are confronted with a quandary in the sense that cognitive control
mechanisms are more and more called for but less and less able to
counteract the wide-ranging adverse consequences of sensory and
motor deficits. In addition to other factors, such as the possible
existence of a common set of brain-related causes operating across
sensory, motor, and cognitive domains (Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997;
Lindenberger & Baltes, 1994), this increasing dependency of sensory
and motor performance on cognitive control would also help to
explain the strong correlational link between sensory, motor, and
intellectual performance in old age (Anstey et al., 1997; Anstey et al.,
1993; Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Lindenberger & Baltes, 1994,
1997) and would contribute to an aging-induced contraction of "functional cerebral space" (Kinsbourne & Hicks, 1978; Korteling, 1993).
Future work should examine the developmental dynamics of this
quandary and study the extent to which compensatory strategies,
including the skilled use of external aids, may attenuate its maladaptive consequences (Li, Lindenberger, Freund, & Baltes, 2000; cf.
Baltes, 1997).

9
In comparison to the "resource allocation" metaphor, the permeation
metaphor puts greater emphasis on structural changes in the processing

composition of sensorimotor tasks (e.g., their increasing demand on cog-

Despite large differences hi tasks and procedures, the results of the
present study are in good agreement with the results of earlier age-

nitive control) that precede any voluntary decision about how to "allocate"
attention to one or more tasks.
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